
An ultra-light, full-spec competitive racing drone. Lighter, faster, more durable.  
Smaller batteries, cheaper parts and longer �ight times. Yet fully race grade.  
What’s not to like? 

The Concept

 A ‘Sim in real life’ tune exploiting 
the full capabilities of Emu�ight. 
Direct feel, precise control, 
e�cient �ltering and no lag, jitter, 
bounce or propwash.  Select it as a 
Preset in the Emu�ight PID tab.

The Frame
SpeedSource SLX. The fastest frame in the game.  
We made it even lighter and more balanced.        
T700 Carbon Fiber and a proprietary NylonX      
printing process make it crazy strong.  
Barely 47g in the basic con�guration.

The Tune

ULX



The gear listed in the table below has been race tested and rated for a �xed set of metrics.  They are a guide 
for exploiting the many special features of this build.   Below that you’ll �nd sample build specs, focused on 
di�erent individual features.  Looking for light? Cheap? Durable?   Use this guide to build yours to your specs 
and preferences.   But don’t feel limited to just what’s here.  The ULX will �t most any 20x20 stack of your 
choice.  Likewise for any nano cameras and nano size VTX/RX s .  Just aim to be 170-190g dry weight with 
props.  The Gemfan SL5125 and SL5130s, Nazgul R5s or the HQ R35s are all great lightweight prop options. 

The Finishing Touches

Spec Builds
Builds specs targeted to the features you’re looking for.  Assume them all to be hecka fast!



Ultralights can be very fast and very zippy.  So you don’t need or want overly aggressive ESC settings which can 
make the drone too twitchy.   Both Bluejay and BLHeli32 �rmware performed exceptionally in race testing using 
the settings below.  They are a good, safe starting point.

“For those of you just looking to get into FPV racing, or those of you who had to take a break from the rising costs and hassle of gear, 
this project is for you.  To get you in the game, or back in the game.  And keep it fun and inexpensive while you push to your absolute 
limits.  Big thanks to (oOo) for all the inspiration and support.  We put a lot of time into this project and got a lot of fun out and now 
we’re excited to share it with you.  Happy Flying! “  

Bluejay BLHeli 32

ESC Settings

Rate Dynamics
If you use the Emu�ight tune, its worth exploring the Rate Dynamics.  They allow you to tune the feel of your 
sticks without disruptuing your tune.  The stock settings are basically just standard Beta�ight and may feel 
great to you.  But should you want more of a sim feel, the settings below will make the feel soft yet precise and 
even.  Not quite perfect for your taste?  Just raise or lower the ‘Sensitivity’ sliders a bit at a time until you �nd 
your sweet spot.


